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Direct imaging of tunnel cations in zinkenite by
high-resolutionelectron microscopy
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Absfract
The metal atoms in a sample of zinkenite from Wolfsberg, Germany, have been imaged
directly by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM). The [001] image
showsthat the tunnel cation sites on the sixfold screwaxesare at least partially occupied;
previous studies have given conflicting results concerning the occupancy of these sites.
Dark-field electron micrographsand [010] high-resolution images show that zinkenite has
a domain structure; the average hexagonal structure consists of ordered domains with
orthorhombic lattice geometry. The domains are in three orientations and have a rodlike
morphology extending parallel to c.
Introduction
The crystal stmcture of the sulfosalt zinkenite, approxwas determined by Takeda and
imate formula PbuSb,oSrr,
Horiuchi (1971) and has subsequentlybeen refined by
Portheine and Nowacki (1975) and Lebas and Le Bihan
(1976). A notable feature of the zinkenite structure (Fig.
1) is the relatively large cation site on the sixfold screw
axis, forming a tunnel along the c axis, and the two X-ray
refinements differ markedly in the reported occupancies
of these tunnel sites. Whereas Portheine and Nowacki
(1975)found a total occupancyof 0.74 Pb atoms per 4.3
A pseudorepeatalong the c axis, Lebas and Le Bihan
(1976) found the tunnels to be empty. The presentpaper
describesan attempt to resolve this discrepancyby using
high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) to image
the tunnel contents.Also, dark-field electron microscopy
has been used to elucidate the ordered superstructureof
zinkenite and to showthat the ordering resultsin a domain
structure.
Vaux and Bannister (1938) showed that zinkenite has
hexagonalsymmetry, spacegroup P6t or P6t/ m, with a :
44.06,c: 8.60 A; a prominent subcellwas noted with
half these axial dimensions. The superlattice reflections
were diffuse,indicating some degreeof disorder. The two
structure refinements mentioned above confirm the existenceof a superlattice,although Portheine and Nowacki
(1975) found the ordering to be restricted to the z direction. Both X-ray refinementsconfirmed P6, as the correct
space group for the average structure, although the departuresfrom centrosymmetic P6t/m symmetry are only
minor.
The backbone of the zinkenite structure (Fig. l) is a
triangular beam formed by three edge-sharingPbS6trigonal prisms located around the 3-fold axis. The prisms
are each capped on two square faces to give 8-fold coordination of the lead atoms by sulfur. This triangular
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beam is a distinctive structural motif in many sulfosalts,
for examplethe Sn,Sbsulfosaltsdescribedby Smith (1985).
In zinkenite the triangular beams are linked across the
screw diad axesby slabs containing octahedrally-coordinated antimony atoms in rather distorted Bl structure. A
ring of MSutrigonal prisms around the 6, axis,eachcapped
by sulfur atoms of two adjacent prisms, completes the
structural framework. Portheine and Nowacki ( I 975) found
this site to be occupiedequallyby Pb and Sb on a statistical
basis; Lebas and Le Bihan (1976) reported it to be occupied solely by Sb.
The other availablecation position is the 9-coordinated
site on the 6. axis at 0,0,0.25 (subcell). This site is a
and
trigonal prism formed by three sulfurs at z:0.75
three at z : -0.25, cappedby three further sulfurs at the
sameheight as the cation. Portheine and Nowacki (1975)
locatedPb atoms at 0,0,0.125and 0,0,0.365with occupancies0.18 and 0.19, respectively;theseatoms are thus
displacedfrom the center of the trigonal prism. It is clear
that this off-center displacement and the possibility of
occupyingprisms centeredat either z : 0.25 or z : 0.75
may both lead to ordering along the z direction. As mentioned above, Lebas and Le Bihan (1976) found no electron density on the 6-fold screw axis, leaving an empty
tunnel of diameter 5.1 A between opposite sulfur atoms
in the [001] projection.
Recentwork by Smith and Parise(1985) showsthat the
metal atoms in sulfosaltscan be locateddirectly in HREM
imagestaken along the short (-4 A) crystallographicrepeat axis. HREM should thus be able to distinguish between the empty-tunnel and occupied-tunnel structures
previously describedfor zinkenite. It should be recognized
at the outset that the tunnel contents may differ from
sample to sample, although the range reported (zero to
0.74 Pb per subcell) seemsunlikely on crystal chemical
grounds.
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Fig. l. The structure of zinkenite projected on (001). Open symbols have z = 0.25, filled symbols z = 0.75. Trigonal prisms
are dot shaded,octahedraline shaded.The occupancyof the 0,0,2 site on the 6-fold axis is discussedin the text.

Experimental
The material examinedwas from the type locality at Wolfsberg
in the Harz Mountains, Germany. I-east squaresrefinement of
the subcell dimensions from X-ray powder diffraction data gives
a: 22.108(2),c : 4.3265(4) A lcuinier camera, CuKa, radiation, Si standardN.B.S. 640a, cell refined from I 5 reflectionsin
the range 28 < 20 < 64'). The sample was analyzed for Pb, Sb
and S with a Cameca electron microprobe operating at l5kV;
natural galena and stibnite were used as standards. The mean
compositionfrom ten spotsis Pb(O.1219)Sb(0.3060)5(0.5721)
(Table 1). This correspondsto a Pb/Sb ratio of0.398(2), significantly lower than the value 0.429 required by the generallyacceptedformula Pb6Sbr4S27.
Possiblereasonsfor this discrepancy
will be discussed later.
An initial electron diffraction study and the dark-field imaging
describedbelow were performed with a rnor- l00cx 100 kV electron microscope equipped u.ith a tilt (+60")-rotate specimen
holder. The sample was crushed in an agatemortar and dispersed
on a holey-carbon support film. The [010] electron diffraction
pattern (Fig. 2) confirms the existence ofa superlattice with doubled a and c dimensions as first described by Vaux and Bannister
(1938). The superlatticereflectionsare somewhatstreakedalong
Table l.

Electron microprobe analysisof Wolfsberg zinkenite.
Mean of ten spots, range given in parentheses
Weight percent

aton

proportion

Pb

31.01 (3o,77-31.17)

o . 12 1 9

sb

45.75 (q5.3!-46,02)

0.3060

s

22.53 (22.38-22.69)

0.5721

Total

99.29 (98.71-99.6\)

1. 0 0 0 0

a*. This superlatticehas also been observedin the II2], [0I2]
and.[0l| (subcell)electron diffraction patterns. When indexed
according to the 2a,2c supercell, the superstructure reflections
are only present on the I : 2n + 1 layers of the reciprocal lattice,
and they also display the systematicabsencesh0| h + I :2n +
I and 0k1 k + I :2n + 1. This reciprocal lattice does not
correspond to a single hexagonal spacegroup, and it will become
clear that the apparent hexagonal superlattice results from twinning of a structure of lower symmetry. For the moment we may
note that no ordering reflections occur in the hk0 plane (/ : 2n),
thus structure imagesin the [001] projection will provide information concerning only the average structure.
[00lJ Imagtng
High-resolution [001] imageswere obtained with a rsor 200cx
electron microscope operating at 200 kV, equipped with a hiehresolution objective lens pole-piece(C": 1.2 mm) and a doubletilt 1+191 specimen holder. Since suitable cleavagefragments
close to (001) could not be obtained by crushing, sampleswere
prepared by ion-beam thinning ofa thin section cut perpendicular
to the needleaxis [001]. Sampleswere thinned to perforation at
a gun voltage of 3.5 kV, then thinned for a further 2-3 hours at
1.5 kV to reduce specimendamage.
Images were recorded from the thin edge of the sample at a
small negativedefocusofthe objective lens. Lynch et al. (1975)
have shown that under these conditions experimental images of
a sufficiently thin crystal correspond to the projected charge density (PCD) of the crystal structure, up to a maximum defocus
given approximately by the Scherzervalue - 1.2/e] (- 660 A).
Within this focus range the rate of change of the image character
is at a minimum, with the overall contrast increasing with increasing defocus. An [001] image recorded at an electron optical
magnificationof8 10000is shownin Figure 3. The corresponding
[001] electron difraction pattern (Fig. 4) shows weak superlattice
reflections at {l/3,1/3,0}; however these are only observed for
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Fig.2. The [010] electron difraction pattern ofzinkenite. Superlatticereflectionsoccur on alternaterows, e.g.,the 503 reflection
arrowed. Streakingofreflections along a* is seenbest around the 004 reflection.

ion-thinned samples(not crushed samples)and must therefore
be an artefact.
SimulatedHREM images(Fig. 5) were computed by meansof
the multislice method (Cowley and Moodie, 1957),using a suite
of programswritten by G. R. Anstis (New South Wales Institute
of Technology).The multislice iteration is performed with the
algorithm oflshizuka and Uyeda (1977). Imageswere calculated
for three modelsbasedon Portheineand Nowacki's (1975) structure refinement: (a) tunnels empty, (b) tunnel contents as published, i.e., 0.74 Pb per subcell,(c) maximum tunnel occupancy
of 1.0 Pb. A crystal thicknessof 20 A was assumedas this value
gave good agreementbetween experimental and calculatedimagesofion-thinned SnSbrSo(Smith and Parise, 1985);however,
images vary only slightly for thicknessesup to 50 A. Experimentally determined values of 0.77 A-' and 1.6 mrad were used
for rhe objective aperture radius and beam divergence;a value
of 50 A was assumedfor the halfuidth of focus (chromatic aberration). Images were calculated for defocus values of -350,
-500 and -650 A.
As anticipated from the PCD approximation, the calculated
images differ only slightly for the different focus settings, and the
imagesfor the three models differ only at the tunnel site. Notice
that models (b) and (c) can be distinguished by the intensity of
the dark spot at the unit cell origin, which dependson the oc-

image(Fig.
cupancyof this site.Comparison
of theexperimental
3) with the calculatedimagesindicatesthat the experimental
defocusis approximately-350 A. the cationsare clearlyreimage(cf. Fig. l), and it is clear
solvedin the high-resolution
zinkenitearenot empty.There
thatthetunnelsin theWolfsberg
is somevariationin contrastacrossthe image,probablyas a
resultofion-beamor electron-beam
damage,but the imageintensityat the tunnelpositionis generallylessdark thanthe surroundingcationsitesin accordance
with modelO). The highwith thezinkenitestrucresolution[001]imageis thusconsistent
ture publishedby PortheineandNowacki(1975).
Domain structure
The doubled c cell dimension indicatesthe existenceof
a superstructurealong this direction, and it seemslikely
that this is due to ordering of the mixed Pb/Sb site M(4)
adjacent to the tunnels, possibly with an associatedordering of the tunnel cations. The ordering along a then
implies some degreeof correlation betweenadjacenttunnels. The simplest way to account for the doubled a and
c dimensions is to form a "face-centeredhexagonal" superlattice as in Figure 6. This ordering schemedestroys
the hexagonalsymmetry, and the superlatticemay be de-
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Fig. 3. High-resolution [001] image of zinkenite with the unit-cells outlined to aid interpretation. Dark spots in the image
correspondto cation positions in the crystal structure; notice the atom at the origin ofeach cell. Scale:a : b :22.1 A.

Fig.4. [001] electron diffraction pattern ofion-beam thinned zinkenite. The weak superlattice reflections (arrowed) are not
observedfor samplespreparedby crushing.
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Fig. 5. Computed [001] imagesfor three zinkenite models: (a) vacant tunnels,(b) partially-filled tunnels,(c) filled tunnels.Defocus
-350 A (top), -500 A (center),-650 A
@ottom).

scribed by a body-centeredorthorhombic unit cell with
d i m e n s i o nl as ' l : l a y 3 l , l b ' l : l a l , l c ' l : l 2 c l . A l though this cell has orthorhombic lattice geometry, the
spacegroup symmetry of the superlatticeis Pl, as the 6r,
3 and 2, rotation axes of P6, are all destroyed by the
ordering process.
It should be noted that the doubling of the c and c
dimensionsrequiresthat the lattice symmetry be reduced
from hexagonalto orthorhombic. It is thus apparent that
a domain structure must result, as the orthorhombic cell
may be taken in three orientationswith a'parallel to [ 10],
[210] or [20]. The hexagonalsymmetryobservedin single-crystalX-ray and electron diffraction patterns results
from superpositionofdiffraction patterns from the three
possible domain orientations. Since the electron diffraction patterns were obtained from areas -0.5 pm across,
the domains must be on a finer scalethan this.
Dark-field electron microscopy was used to investigate
the predicted domain structure. In a dark-field image
formed with one of the superlatticereflections,only those
domains contributing to the particular reflection will ap-

pear bright. Figure 7 is an image formed with the 5l I
reflection of the superlattice (as indexed on the pseudohexagonalcell),the crystalbeing oriented with the electron
beam parallel to [011]. The superlattice reflections are
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Fig. 6. Schematicdiagram ofthe proposed zinkenite superlattice. Open circlesrepresentlattice points at z:0, filled circles
are the face-centerlattice points at z :0.5. The resulting bodycenteredorthorhombic cell (a',b') is outlined.
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Fig.7.
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Dark-field electron micrograph ofzinkenite taken with the 5l I superlatticereflection.

very weak relative to those from the subcell,necessitating
exposuretimes of 64 s at a magnification of 66000. The
dark-field image showsthat zinkenite has a domain structure; the elongationof the domain contrast perpendicular
to a* in the [011] imageis consistentwith a model having
rodlike domains parallel to c. The image contrast is complex, presumably due to the overlap of domains at different depths in the thin foil. The domains are on the
order of 100 A in width; terminations of domains along
c are not seen,indicating lengths of -0.5 pm or more.
The superlattice has also been investigated by highresolution imaging along [010]. Figure 8 shows a [010]
image of a crushed sample taken with the 200cx microscope;operatingconditions were the sameas for the [001]
image. Since the repeat distance along the beam axis is
large (22.1 A for the subcell),direct interpretation oflhe
image in terms of the structure is not possible.However,
the image does confirm the existenceof the superlattice
and domain structure described above. The area at the
right of Figure 8 shows the c x arf3/2 subcell, whereas

in the left part of the image the 2c x ay'3 centeredsupercell is evident. This variation in the image can be explained on the basis of the domain structure: of the three
possible domain orientations only one will show the superlattice when projected along [010] ofthe subcell. For
example,the orthorhombic supercellin Figure 6 will display the supercellwhen projected along I l0], but it will
appeardisorderedwhen projected on [00] or [010] (subcell directions). Thus, Figure 8 can be interpreted as two
adjacent ordered domains, of which only the left one is
oriented to show the superstructure.The scaleofthe domain structure in the high-resolution image is consistent
with that determined by dark-field imaging.
Discussion
The HREM observationsdemonstratethat the tunnels
in the zinkenite structwe are at least partially occupied,
consistent with Portheine and Nowacki's (1975) refinement of the averagestructure. The present study demonstratesthat in favorable circumstancesHREM can be
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Fig. 8. High-resolution [010] image of a crushedzinkenite samplewith the supercelloutlined at left. The right-hand part of the
image appearsdisordered; the inset is a computed image assuming the average(Portheine and Nowacki) subcell structure, thickness
40 A. defocus-450 A.

used to do "real spacecrystallography," to obtain information concerning the occupancyof specific atom sites.
The dark-field imageconfirms that zinkenite hasa domain
structureas first suggestedby Lebasand Le Bihan (1976),
with rodlike domains parallel to c consistent with the
intensity distribution in reciprocal space.Clearly it would
be of interest to examine zinkenite samples from other
localities by electron microscopy, in order to check for
possible variations in the tunnel contents and the scale
and morphology of the domain structure.
The microprobe analysesobtained in the presentstudy
suggestthat reconsiderationofthe generallyacceptedfor(Pb/Sb :0.429) may be warranted. This
mula Pb.Sb,oSr?
formula was proposed by Vaux and Bannister (1938) on
the basis offive previously published analyses;however
three of these contain appreciable Cu, possibly as impurities, and the other two give lower Pb/Sb ratios of 0.392
and 0.373. An X-ray spectrographicanalysis by Harris
(1965) of two samples from Wolfsberg gave Pb:Sb :
6: l4 exactly, but sulfur was not determined. Two microprobe analysesof Wolfsberg material by Portheine and
Nowacki (1975) give Pb/Sb values of 0.448 and 0.439,
but these analysesgive poor valency summations.
The formula Pb6SbroS2T
is difficult to reconcilewith the
crystal structureofzinkenite for the following two reasons.
First, if we assumethis formula, the subcellcontent of 42
S atoms implies a total of 3l.l I cationsper subcell;this
in turn requires that l. I I cations occupy the tunnel sites,
asthere are only 30 other cation sitesavailable.As pointed
out by Portheineand Nowacki (l 975), a tunnel occupancy
greater than 1.0 per subcell leads to unreasonablyclose
metal-metal distances.Theseauthorsovercamethis prob-

lem by arbitrarily reducing the occupancy of one sulfur
position to accord with the assumedstoichiometry. The
secondargument is basedon density considerations:the
6:14:27 formula with 42 S atoms per subcell gives a calculateddensity of 5.38, slightly greaterthan the measured
values of 5.33 (Berman, reported in Palacheet al., 1944,
p.476),5.36 (Nuffield,1946)and 5.28t0.05 (Irbas and
Le Bihan, 1976).
Thesedifrculties may be alleviated by reducing the Pb/
Sb ratio and also therefore the metaVsulfur ratio. For
example,the formula PbeSb22S42
or M'So, correspondsto
the maximum possibleoccupancyof the tunnel sitesand
leads to a calculated density of 5.34. This formula gives
Pb/Sb : 0.409. which is closeto the value of 0.398 obtained in the present study (Table l). Partial rather than
full occupancyofthe tunnel siteswould require Pb/Sb <
0.409, assuming42 S atoms per subcell. It is interesting
to note here that Salanci (1979) reported a Pb/Sb solid
solution range of 0.3774.401 for synthetic zinkenites,
significantly lower than that required by the 6:14:27 formula. In the light of these observations it is clear that
further analysesof natural samples are required in order
to establishthe compositional range of zinkenite.
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